
For the unin itiated PERFINS are stam ps with
PERforated INitials - used to deter light-fingered
villains.

I have identified the following:

In pairs on 10 heller red 1900, three from
KUPRES dated 6th, 7th and 29th .12.04. The
29.12.04 is on a parcel card piece fro m TRA VNIK.

On singles of 10 heller red, including FPE NIB,
PRIBOJ, and ZVORNIK dated 1.01.

can anyo ne identify the following from covers or
otherwise please:

P.L.E.
P.A.K.B.
EZ .

Priviligertes Landesbank
Privat Agar und Kornevzial Bank
Eisenindustric Zenice

Can anyone suggest why an entry fee should be
paid using stamps, usually with no date , but includ
ing the above examples with cancellations?

Ruckschein

MANUSCRIPT CAN CELS .

I have also sorted out a lot of manu script cancels.
These can arise for four main reasons.

CbM
HFS
SRP
ST P
LB
LH
MKR

1.

2.

3.

4.

Posted in Mostar
All mint 1990 Issue
Posted in Sarajevo
Posted in Sarajevo
cds not identifiable
Posted in Sarajevo 1
Posted in Saraj evo 1

Mail posted at Postablagen (or Post Of
fices) befo re cancelers were received.
By post offices receiving uncancelled let
ters.
By station staff who emptied post boxes (at
mainline stations and 'Halstelle') before
hand ing them over to T.P.O .s. I have no
hard confirmation of this, only from com
ments on exhibition displays. However, I
have 30 stamps with 'Bhf' or 'Bahnhof'
written on the stamp where there was no
post office .
Where stamps were used for other purpos
es.

I have one example of the 1890 10 kreuzer blue.
Has anyone seen this on a Ruckschcin or other
returned or receipted document?

AVIS REOITUR - Advice of Settlement?

I have one example on 1890 kreuzer blue. In U.K.
stamps were used to pay revenue duty on cheques
and recei pts. I have not found any equivalent
requirement in Bosnian references, since there were
fiscal stamps readily availab le. I have no examples
of this on the 400 odd fiscals in my collect ion.

A Shaggy Romanian Dog Story

Gene W. Wilkin (#2977)

The 20 starnp collectors gathering this second
Sunday morning "look" like any other group engaged
in our hobhy but they speak Romanian and from
what I could see collect only Romanian stam ps.

The room overlooks "23August Street", named for
the Russian takeover long ago, and I am on assign
ment as a volunteer Executive for the International
Executive Service Corps working with a brand new
FM radio station in Brasov, Romania.

T he following are apparent examples of the last
category, with no document attached to explain the
usage .

Einzugs Gebii hr - translates as Entry Fee

I have 13 of these on 5 kre uzer red starnps and 6
others, so it is apparently a norm al usage.

With postmarks I have singles of 5 kreuzer red
with ZVORNIK (2), GLAMOC, PO DROMANJA
(2) - 1 dated 8/8/90.
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Clutching a copy of the Catalog of Romanian
Perfins, my quest is to find out if anyone can
identify some of the blank spaces or if anyone has
some duplicates to sell. Told by a radio staff
member that one collector speaks English that
source requests I "come back next week. We have
one member who collects perfins."

The following Sunday he appears and I bring out
the catalog. There is momentary confusion as the
map on the cover is not the entire country. Part of
Transylvania is missing. A political statement is
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bein g made of which I am unaware.

Almost all the collectors present gather around
and for ten minutes there is a feverish discussion.
Nothing gets identified, but the calm atmos phere is
temporarily brokeo.'

I ask if the perfin collector bas any duplicates and
am qu ickly told by the English-speaking gentleman
"But .- that is his collection." For a mome nt I saw
this bulging mass of "A's" so copies do exist. A very
substantial number of Romanian perfins arc listed
as A or B.

Loo king around the room as things went back to
quiet time. I note by far the majority of the collec
tors arc wor king with "mint, never-hinged" stam ps.
At one table I was offered a small book containing
US stamps. They were so brittle that even with
stamp tongs there was a distinct danger of shatter
ing.

Wit h sa laries at 70 - 90 US dollars a montb, a wait
of 14 to 14 years for a telephone, and despi te
finding enormous tale ot at the radio station, Roma
nia appears to be in a time-warp between 1926 and
1938. In the nearby plaza, Panasonic has a small
store with new TV sets and video camera for sale.
The nat ives call it "the museum" as it would take
two years of their income to buy one of the larger
TV sets.

Oh -- the "shaggy dog." He was parked comfort
ab ly and tot ally unn oticed on the street outside the
hotel where the stam p collectors were working .

Havi ng lived with "four-leggeds" for 70-plus years,
mv heart went out to him along with my hands and
between-the-paws scratching and a behind-the-ears
rubbing. He gratefully (and liberally) licked my
hand.

Later that night , I was struck with the Romanian
version of Montezuma's revenge (a.k.a. Dracula's
revenge) . I was ready to blame a restaurant where
I had another version of tbe ever-present "pore"
until I remembe red not washing my bands afte r
massaging the shaggy dog.

Rare or not, I can attest that Romaninan perfins
do exist and the map of today's Romania docs
include Transylvania.
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Western Union Telegraph Company 
W203-2

John F. Lyding (LMI02)

...-.-.-. .: :. ...-:..

203-2 D

771e Catalog of United States Perjins list perfin
patt ern W203-2 as being used in Chicago, IL and
the appendix lists additional cities of usage as
Grand Rapids, MI and Minneapolis, MN. The card
shown above bas perfin pattern W203·2 and the
CDS plainly shows Det roit, Michigan usage. Tbe
August 13, 1920 date slug is not quite as clear .

The rear of the card, shown on the back cover,
confirms the August 13, 1920 dat e and not only
pro vides the message, "Wire quick, will you be in
Saturday. / s/ Howard." This also confi rms the
Detroit address as 886 Woodward, Detroit.
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